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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, a clear Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi theory is presented. How to con- 
struct a Lie-Poisson i tegrator by generating function methods i  also given, which is different from 
the Ge-Marsden methods [1]. An example on a rigid body has been given to illustrate this point. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A Lie-Poisson system is a very common kind of Hamiltonian system which is popular in rigid 
body, celestial mechanics, robotics and fluid mechanics. Hamilton-Jacobi theory has played an 
important role in constructing the symplectic integrators (see [2]). How to construct a Lie- 
Poisson integrator for a Lie-Poisson system using Hamilton-Jacobi theory has been discussed by 
Ge [3,4], Ge-Marsden [1], Channell and Scovel [5] and the author's paper [6]. When I derived 
the Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi theory, I found that a condition should not be ignored by the 
Lie Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi Equation (LPHJE), which is given by Ge and Marsden [1]. What is 
more, the condition is essential to construct the momentum-preserving integrators and high order 
Poisson integrators, which is very important for many practical systems. As to what is shown 
by us, the momentum-preserving integrators cannot be constructed by the generating methods 
without the condition. An analysis based on a free rigid body is also given using the generating 
function method. 
2. L IE-POISSON HAMILTON- JACOBI  EQUATION 
Let G be a compact Lie Group. t 
g* be the dual space of g. Define 
g(t) E G is a motion on G. Let g be a Lie algebra of G, 
JR : T*G ~ g* 
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is the momentum apping corresponding to the left translation on G. Then, from the following 
commutative diagram 
S T* G ~ T* G 
JR~ I JR 
g* P g* 
we know that the phase flow on T*G can induce the phase flow on g* and the Poisson transfor- 
mation on g* corresponds to a symplectic transformation on T*G. 
Let ut(q, q0)(if exists) be the first-kind generating function of symplectic mapping S. Then, 
we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. [1] I[U : G × G ~ R is invariant under the left action of G, i.e., ut(gq, gqo) = 
u t (q, qo), then the symplectic mappings generated by u, 
S:  (qo,Po) ' (q,P), 
where 
Ou 
Ou (q, qo), P : (q, qo) (1) Po - Oqo 
preserve momentum apping JL, which is corresponding to the right translation on G. That is 
to say 
JL O S = JL. 
DEFINITION. I f  Gacts on the configuration space without fixed point, then we say G acts on G 
freely. 
PROPOSITION 2. [5] If G acts on G freely, the symplectic mapping S preserves the momentum 
mapping JL, then the first-kind generating function of S is left invariant. 
For the left invariant system, such as a generalized rigid body, the Hamiltonian function is left 
invariant, the phase flow is also left invariant. Furthermore, the momentum apping JL is a 
first integral for this dynamics, i.e., is invariant under the phase flow of Gti.loja. Therefore, if the 
action is freely (generally speaking, the action is locally freely), the first-kind generating function 
is left invariant. 
Let ut(q, qo) denote the first-kind generating function of S, then by the left invariance, 
ut(q, qo) = u t (e,q-lqo) = fit(g), where g = q-lqo. 
By equation (1), we have 
Out(q, qo)_  O~tt(q-lqo)_ O~t(Lq-lqo) _. O~t] 
Po - Oqo Oqo Oqo = -Lq-1 -~g g=q_lqo, (2.1) 
and 
P -- Out(q'q°)oq -- o~tt (q-lq°)0q = o~tt(Rq°V(q))oq = V* Rqo-* ~gO~t g=q-'qo ' (2.2) 
where V(q) = q-l ,  and V* -- -L* r~* Therefore, equation (2.2) can be simplified q- - l~ ,q - - i  • 
, , , 0ill 
p = -Lq_lRq_lRqoW-- 
g=q-  l qo " og 
(2.3) 
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Then, the momentum apping JR(q, P) is 
, , O f i l  _ .  0~1 
#o = JR(qo,Po) = L*qoPo = -LqoLq- l~a = -Lq_ ,qo -~a 
g=q-  l qo g=q- lqo  . (3.1) 
=-ng-~g g=q-lq° , 
, _, 0~[ 
# = J , (q ,p)  = Lqp = -L*qL*q_tRq_,RqO~g 
g=q-  l qo 
. O~ Of f  =-Rq-'q°N =-R;N   = -lqo (3.2/ 
By equation (2), we can prove Proposition 2 analytically. 
- *L*  O~l 
Mo = JL(qO,Po) = RqoPO = -Rqo q_, ~g g=q-'qo' 
. , . , , O~ g=q- tqo  
M = JL (q, P) = Rqp = - Rq iq_l Rq_l Rqo ~g 
. . O~ 
= -Lq - t  Rqo ~g g=q-tqo 
. , O~ g=q- lqo  
= -RqoLq-1  ~g = Mo. 
This means JL o S = JL. Denote g = q-lqo, then, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The first-kind generating function u of the symplectic transformation on T*G 
define a Poisson transformation 
P : #o --~ I ~ -~ Ad*g-l#O 
on g*, where #, #0 is defined by equation (3.1), (3.2), respectively. 
The first-kind generating function C(q, qo) of the symplectic mapping S : (qo,Po) .... ) (q,p) 
satisfies the following Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
Out(p, q) 
O----t-- + H(p, q) = 0, (4) 
where H(p, q) is the Hamiltonian on T*G and the mapping S is defined by equation (1). 
Now, we have a Hamiltonian H on g*. The momentum apping JR induces a Hamiltonian 
on T 'G,  which is H o JR. By Theorem 1, the Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jacobi (LPHJ) equation for 
Lie-Poisson system on g* can be derived. 
THEOREM 2. The u, H, JR is defined as above, then the generating function u induces a gener- 
ating function ~ on the g*, which satisfy 
where 
. O~ / 
~t (g ) + H -Rg-~g (g) = O, (5) 
g = q-tqo. (6) 
In the paper of Ge-Marsden [1], condition (6) is ignored. But I think it cannot be ignored, 
even if we constrain our discussion on g*. We should use our example to illuminate this point 
later. 
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REMARK. 
(1) If we can construct he generating function u(g),  we then have u(qo,q).  This function 
can generate a symplectic mapping on T*G.  By the commutative diagram, we have a 
Poisson mapping on g*. This is the main point of constructing a Lie-Poisson integrator 
by generating methods. 
(2) The above theory of a generating function on T*G can be reformulated by the exponential  
mapping in terms of algebra variables, which has been done by Channell and Scovel [2]. 
We now give some results. For g E G, choose ~ E g so that g = exp(~). Then, the LPHJ 
equation can be transformed into 
Ou 
0"--[ ÷ H( -du .  ~l,(ad¢)) = O, (7) 
where 
Mo -- -du .  x(ad¢), M = -du .  ¢(ad~). 
The function X and ¢ can be expanded as Taylor series, which give 
1 1 2 
x(ad¢) = Id + -~ad~ + ~-~ad~ +. . .  , 
¢(ad¢) = x(ad¢) - ad~, 
and the condition (6) g = q - lqo  is transformed into ~lt=o = Id. 
(8) 
(9) 
3. THE GE-MARSDEN INTEGRATORS 
AND THEIR  DRAWBACKS 
According to the Ge-Marsden algorithm, condition (6) is ignored and only gives a generating 
function which can generate an identity mapping on g*. We use Channell and Scovel's [5] 
representation. 
The generating function is given by 
u = u0 + -Z - ,  (10) 
n=l 
where uo = (~, ~)/2 can generate the identity on the regular quadratic Lie algebras. 
After substituting (10) into the LPHJ equation, we find 
OH 
Ul = -H(V) ,  us = - -~.  dUl . ¢(ad¢), . . . .  (11) 
In the following, we will use so(3)* as an example to illustrate the algorithm and its shortcom- 
ing. 
For so(3)*, Uo = ~2/2, and V = ~. Thus, the first-order and second-order integrator can be 
given by 
$1 = uo + TUl = --~ -- TH(~)  -- 2 2~"  I -1G 
and 
r2 ~2 T 2 OH . dul  • ¢(ad~) 
& = Sl + -~u2 = 7 - ~g(~) + ~- o-V 
~2 T 
-- 2 2{" I-1'~- -~ I-1{" (i-1~. ¢({)). 
By equations (8) and (9), we have 
M - 114o = -du .  ad~. (12) 
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Now, we will prove that the generating equation $1 surely generates the first-order integrator 
of the Euler equation. But the $2 does not generate the second-order integrator, and in the terms 
of this algorithm we cannot construct the momentum preserving integrators. 
Since 
(~ T .  i_l~ ) ~ vi_l~ 'dS1 : d - ~ : - 
and Mo = -dS I  " x(ad~) : ( -~  + T I - I~)  • X(~), we have that ~ : -Mo + O(r). By equation (12), 
and using the fact that ~- ad~ : 0, we have 
M - Mo --- (~ - ~_i-1~). ad~ : - ' c I - l~  • ad~ 
= T [~, i -1~]  = T [-Mo + O(T) , I - I ( -Mo  + O(~-))] 
= T [Mo, I -1Mo] + O(T2), 
which is an approximation solution to the Euler equation 
IVI = [M, I -1M] .  (13) 
For generating function $2, we first compute the function X(~). Let 
x(~) = 1 + al~ + a2~ 2, 
where al, a2 can be solved analytically as follows (see the Appendix): 
1 - cos([~[) 
al = sin2([~[ ) + (1 - cos(]~[)) 2' 
Thus, 
and 
By 
we have 
a2 
(cos I~I - 1) 2 sin I~I - I~I 
i~12 ÷ ~ ÷ (sin I~I - I~I)I~I 
sin2 I~[ q- (1 - cos I~[) 2 
u2 ---- - - I -1{  • ( i -1{ .  ~b({)) - -  - ( I - l{ , I - l~)  _ a2i-l{ ( i -1{ .  ~2) ,  
dS 2 = ~-T I - I~  - T 2 (1-I) 2 ~-  ~d (a21-1~ • (I-1~ . ~2)) . 
Mo = -dS2  . X({) = -~ + r{ . X({) + O(T2), 
= -M0 + ~.  x(~) + O(r2). 
Therefore, by equation (12), 
( - ) M - Mo = -es~.  ~d~ ; - ~ - ~-~-~ - : (~-~)~ - Te  (~x- l~ .  (F~.  ~) )  • ~ 
= r [M°'I-~M°] +a:2  ([M°'I-~M°]'I-~M°] + [M°'I-~ [M°'I-~M°]]) (14) 
+ a2 {I-1M0 (I-1M0. M0 2) + 1-1 (I-1M0- M2) • M0} 
T 2 
2 d (a2. z-l¢ (z-l¢. + o (:). 
According to the Euler equation (13), the second-order approximation solution should be 
T 2 
M-Mo = r [Mo, I -1Mo] +-~ { [[Mo,I -1Mo] , I -1Mo]  + [Mo, 1-1 [ I -1Mo, Mo]]} + O(r3). 
(15) 
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If~ ~ 0, as t ,0, the equation (14) approximates (15). But in this case, ~ approximates to Mo 
as r * 0, after complex computation, we find that the equation (14) does not approximate to 
the equation (15). Thus, the generating function $2 cannot generate the second-order integrator 
to the Euler equation. 
As we have proved, the generating function $1 surely generates a first-order integrator to the 
Euler equation. But the momentum apping preserving integrators hould satisfy JL(q, M)  = 
JL(qo, Mo), which in terms of T 'SO(3)  is qM = qoMo, i.e., M = q- lqoMo. If we want to 
construct he momentum apping preserving integrators, we should estimate the q E G in the 
meantime. If we have a formula M = gMo, it is natural for us to let g = q-lqo , and thus, 
q = qog -1. If the algorithm on so(3)* is designed well, the above algorithm about q E SO(3) 
is correct. In the next section, we should use our LPHJ equation theory to construct such 
integrators. But in the algorithm of Ge and Marsden, the algorithm on G cannot be given, for 
the condition (6) is ignored. Now, we would give a detailed explanation. 
Using another form of equations (7) and (8), we have 
Mo = -du  . x(ad~), M = exp(ad~)Mo. (16) 
As we have proved, ~ = -M0 + TI - I~ • X(~) for the first-order integrator. If we let q = qog -1 = 
q0 exp(-~) = q0 exp(M0-  T I - I~  • X(~)), the q is not what we want, i.e., the approximation of the 
motion equation q = qI-12Vl. Indeed, from the Ge-Marsden algorithm, we cannot even give the 
form of q, let alone construct the momentum preserving algorithm. 
4. THE EXACTLY  MOMENTUM PRESERVING 
L IE -POISSON INTEGRATOR 
In this section, we will use the LPHJ equation and condition (6) to construct he momentum 
preserving Lie-Poisson integrator. For convenience, we take so(3)* as an example. 
The Hamiltonian for so(3)* is H(M)  = ½M.  I -1M.  By equation (7), we have 
(1 1 ) 1 
U = -du .  ¢(ad~) = -du .  1 - ~ad~ + ad~ + O(ad~) = -du  + -~du. ad~ + 0 (ad~). 
After substituting H into equation (7) and using the expansion of ¢, we have 
( 1 ) 
, i( 
=o--7+5 
-'---" O'--~ + x- l  "du 'du-  1-1.du.du(ad~) + 0 (ad~) 
Ouau l au(O  ) 
= 0"-~ + 1 -1" - - '  1 -1 . - .  ad~ +O(v  2) 
o~ o~ 2 0~ 
Ou 1 Ou Ou 
at + 1-1 . . . .  = - -  o~ oE: + o (~-~) 
O, 
(17) 
for du . du . ad~ = du . [du, ~] = 0 and ~ = 0(1"). 
We choose u = (I~. ~)/(2r), then equation (17) is satisfied. Therefore, the algorithm can be 
given by equation (16) 
Mo -- - I~. X(~), (18.1) 
M=exp(~)Mo.  (18.2) 
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Solve equation (18.1) for ( and then substitute ( into (18.2), we can have the algorithm. For 
q E SO(3), we let q = qoexp(-(), which is a first-order approximation to the motion equation. 
In this algorithm, how to solve ( from equation (18.1) is very important. Using the linearlized 
technique and the expansion of X, we give an iteration formula as follows: 
(1 + 7-[cl~ - (c3( - (  + c4)(I-1/Pir0 x () + c2(I-fMo)]) df( = Re : ~k+l - -  {k, 
where 
c l= 
c3= 
2 - I~1 s in I~1 - 2 cos  I~1 c2 - cos  I~1 - 1 
i~14 , I~l 2 , 
-21~1 - I~1 cos I~1 + 3 s in I~1 c4 - 21~1 - s in  I(] 
i~1 ~ ' I~13 
The above algorithm can be applied to a generalized rigid body, where the Hamiltonian of 
the system is quadratic. But using the above derivation to construct he high order integrator 
as having done to the symplectic mapping would be very difficult. A composition method [6] is 
recommended in this case. 
APPENDIX  
THE FORMULA OF x(x) IN SO(a) 
According to the definition, we have 
iex({) = E (n + 1)!' 
n=0 
X(~)iex(-~) = Ida. 
For ~'e so(3), by (~)/(11~11) 3 = -(~')/( l l~l l) ,  we have 
= 1 + E (2k + 1)[ ~ + (2k + 2)! IKII k=l k--0 
= 1+ I~1-sinl~l~-2 cosl~l- l~- 
F~g + i~l 2 
= 1 + c1~'-~- C2~ "2, 
where cx = (cos I~1-  1) / (1512) ,c2 -- (1~1-  sin 1~1)/(1~13). 
Let X(~') -- 1 + a l?  q- a2~ "2, then 
(4): (1 + (1 + 
thus, 
---- I Jr- (a I -~- Cl)~'-F (alCl -}- C2 ~- a2)~ "2 ~- (alc2 -4- a2cl)~ "3 + a2c2~ "4
= i + (.~ + Cl - (a,c= + a:c,)I~?) g+ (c= + a= + axc, - a~=I¢I ~) g~ 
=Id, 
a l  + c l  - (a lc2  + a2cl)L~[ 2 = 0, 
a lc l  + c2 + a~ - a2c21~[ 2 = O. 
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Solving the above equations, we have 
al ~-- 
--C 1 
(1 - c2[~12) 2 + c121~[ 2 
1 - cos I~1 
(sin 1~1) 2 + (1 - cos I~l) 2' 
( cos [e l -  1) 2 
-~2 + ~leJ  2 + ~ I~f 2 
~ = (1 - ~21eJ~) ~+ ~121el ~ = 
fsin 
[~[,] \ + (sin [~[- I~[)[~[ 
+ \ I~1 / 
(sin [~l) 2 + (1 - cos [~[)2 
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